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About This Content

PAC-MAN gets an automotive makeover! Embark on a frantic PAC-MAN-style car chase in Rally-X universe. From the pesky
ghosts to the juicy fruits, all your courses now turn Rally-X-style! Even the BGM is a specially arranged version of the original
Rally-X music. Get swept away by that nostalgic melody as you enjoy PAC-MAN Championship Edition DX+ as you've never

seen or heard it before! This add-on contains the characters, visuals, and BGM from the hit '80s arcade game Rally-X!
Add-on included in the All You Can Eat Add-on Pack and Edition.
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Scar of the Doll isn't perfect by any means. The lack of multiple endings makes the game feel overly linear - the only other
endings in the game are when your wrong choices lead to your untimely death (and this will probably happen frequently, since
sometimes it's not clear why what you did would cause your death - though the "game over" screen always tells you what you did
wrong, which remedies this a bit). The short length of the game doesn't allow you to get as attached to the characters as you
could, and many of the characters end up a bit wanting in depth. It's strange, and a bit confusing, and occasionally feels the
tiniest bit rushed.

But you should play it anyway.

What starts out seeming like a mediocre horror game ends up being something much more interesting, and the ending turned out
to be quite different than I expected. The storyline is full of twists and turns, and kept me frightened, curious, and engaged the
whole way through. Some reviews complain that the art looks dated, but I rather liked it - it's particularly interesting to see art
from a visual novel that imitates real people instead of using anime-style art. And while the game\u2019s rather short \u2013 it
only took me about three hours to complete, maybe less \u2013 the low price tag of $4 makes it well worth checking out.
Honestly, since it was so linear, I think the VN would have worked better as a movie \u2013 but regardless of how the story is
experienced, I suggest you experience it.

(Oh, and one last thing that was a small personal bother -  what happened to Himeno after the events of the game? After it's
revealed that he's Aso's son and sufficiently distracts him so Asumi can escape into the lab, all we know is that he's apparently
alive and okay. Considering he was one of the only characters who didn't die and showed Asumi kindness, I'd have liked to
know if they ever saw each other again - I would have much preferred an epilogue with information about Himeno's past and
current whereabouts than the largely superfluous epilogue with Shiina. ). the weapons in this pack are really great!
the seeker six is fun as hell to use
the zed gun mk2 is a great improvement from its last varient with it being faster and cheaper and stronger
the harpoon gun (or the squeal) is powerful but its pretty dang hard to use....i recommend it BUT i also don't recommend it at
the same time (but hey it depends on how ya use this thing tbh)
the bile thrower is pretty much a flamethrower for the medic and its quite powerful! (and you can also make those bloats know
how it feels to be puked on)

so i do recommend this weapon pack.....even if the squeal is a little odd to use since its (kinda?) like a explosive sniper rifle and
it may not fit ya style when it comes to being a demo. A delightful little game. Technically a puzzler, but charming and easy.
Perfect for leaving things behind for an hour+.. Best game on steam, 11/10. Cute & a great time killer when you want to zone
out. :>

\u2661\u2661\u2661\u2661\u2661\u2661. Had this game 4 years and its still early access- says it all really!. BFGA is not a
simulation of actual units. The only real factors are the appearance and the location of guns on a unit eg. dual turret tanks have
the firing point in different spots for each turret.

What is somewhat generic is the actual guns on each tank. THey don't appear to really simulate actual gun variations, but rather
light/medium/heavy variations (with range and penetration varying by gun type).

  So if you approach it as a non-historical tactical battle, you will be pleasantly satisfied. It looks great, and plays well. Using
proper tank tactics is strongly encouraged by the fact that if you don't use them, you will be decimated.

  Cover is important, and line of sight management is vital. If you can't see it, odds are you can't hit it...

  The AI is competant at the tactical level and uses terain (and cards) well. Cards give things such as instant repair of tread
damage, recon flights, air strikes, minefields or even extra range circles for one of your units.

  At the campaign level, the AI is weaker and seems to be less aggressive - but this might be just because I have tried playing the
Allied forces with the AI being the defensive Axis forces. IT might be more aggressive as the Allies.
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  Combat invloves moving and shooting your units. Watch the videos to see how movement works, shooting is set angle
(direction) of shot, select shot type (AP or HE), and set range and then fire. Most units get 2 shots per turn, light guns get 3 and
heavy artillery gets 2 shots, but must spend 1 turn reloading. terrain can block a shot - hills will absorb the shot, buildings and
trees can be destroyed, possibly clearing the line of sight for a second shot.

  Overall, while not historically accurate, it is a lot of fun to play. Tactics matter, and ignore terrain at your own peril.. Really
cool game! High production value and very polished!
Currently it is still a tad difficult and since the missions last quite some time and the hard waves only arrive at the end, it can be
a little frustrating from time to time. But overall this game takes on a very good direction and feels good!
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The game was developed by a true fan of TBS who did not have enough money to make it superb-looking but had enough
passion and dedication to deliver unforgettable experience for hardcore TBS fans. The Good: Challenging platforming/puzzle
combo, uniquely uses both the keyboard and mouse, some novel level ideas

The Bad: Floaty physics, no upgraded visuals, gets repetitive about 3 levels in, doesn't get better until the end, paper thin story

You are Nyx who is a winged goddess that falls in love with Icarus, but the sun-god Helios releases rage upon the Gods and
burns the Earth into a fiery apocalypse, but you insist on defying the Gods to save Icarus. While the story isn't very deep there is
one there and you do want to see what happens to Icarus at the end. Not very often will you run into "cut scenes" that have just
some text across the screen and gibberish being spoken. This is an indie game after all so you are probably coming for the
unique game play.

While originally designed for the Wii it works well on a mouse and keyboard. You control Nyx's power with your mouse and
her with the keyboard. You can jump up to five times and also glide for about 8 seconds and these are key to game play.
Jumping around is the main part of the game and you must time everything carefully. The game is not a breeze and even the
platforming is tricky thanks to the game making you multi-task. With the mouse you can move certain blocks around, shoot
lightning, move fireballs, and pull around pillars. There is a lot to the game play so you have to really play it to understand how
deep it is. You have to be able to move Nyx around while also manipulating the environment with the mouse or you will never
get anywhere.

While the unique combo works well it does get very difficult at points. The first couple of levels are novel and neat, but then the
game quickly feels repetitive and tiresome until you start learning new powers later on in the game. While the game play is
unique and deep it's really the same thing over and over again. Jump around 50 platforms and move this block or pillar around.
Each level looks the same, and the art style has a Greek mythology theme to it, but the textures are flat and no visual upgrades
were given for the PC version. I also felt the physics were a little floaty because everything moved like there was little gravity.

The checkpoints are a little unfair because they are put at weird spots. Instead of sticking them right before a really hard section
you have to go through an easy section to get back to where you died. There are also only a couple of boss fights and they are
fairly easy due to the better accuracy of a mouse over the Wiimote. Overall NyxQuest is a fun little indie game that really
challenges your multi-tasking skills.

~Score: 8/10. I've got the DLC in season bundle It's fun, but bit boring. All sneaking up and hiding from uroboros. Still dark
natalia kind of rules here, she could slap the monster and go away with it just fine xD. Right out of the gate, I'm baffled by the
configuration of this game, and I've been playing PC games for 30 years. I can't get my generic PS3 gamepad to work. I can't
figure out how to play with just keyboard. I wish I hadn't flushed $15 down the toilet.. This game is like what a Deviant Art
person would make using a Deviant Art person mind.. This game needs so much more love and attention than it gets. It's
honestly one of the best point and click games I've ever played. Everything about it- the story, characters, atmosphere, puzzled
design, humor- hits on exactly all the right notes for me. I'd even go so far as to say it's better than Monkey Island (don't hate
me).
It's really a shame it's so obscure as I'd love to see a sequel.
9/10. One of the most genuinely unappealing puzzle platformers I've ever played. On top of its ugly aesthetic of trying too hard
to be retro, the game assaults you with its 30FPS gameplay and its 30 second loop song that drones on - yes, singular song, and
its environment is just as repetitive and one note. There's not even an end game boss or end game something that spices things
up. It's just the same Newgrounds style flash game from start to finish.

If you want this style of game but much better for a similar price, check out Prison Run and Gun and Cluckles' Adventure

Oh, and don't play this on hard. You won't unlock anything beyond aggravation.

Strongest of not recommends.. Brings back the childhood in me. played this game when I was like, 3-4 years old, still playing it
today.. This is a very enjoyable game. Not necessarily for great features, but the idea of it is very unique.

I'd definitely recommend it to anybody who likes a game that really makes them think, and presents challenges that are actually
challenging.
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However, because the game is in Early Access to work out bugs, if you plan on getting the game for enjoyment, I'd recommend
waiting until there is some more time spent for improvements. If you are interested in playing early and pitch in with others to
make the game better, then awesome.

As mentioned on the store page, more work has to be done, however the game is definitely playable.

Pros:

-Cool story

-You feel like a hacker

-There are trolls

Cons:

-You feel like a hacker, cons are insignificant

- ...although the pick-up line has no effect on the lady in the beginning. D:
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